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Question: 1

A line manager has hired a worker who will be paid on a weekly basis. What navigation path should the payroll user take
to enter the weekly payroll details for the worker?

Manage Work Relationship > Work Relationship RecordA.

Manage Work Relationship > Assignment RecordB.

Manage Payroll Relationship > Assignment RecordC.

Manage Payroll Relationship > Payroll Relationship RecordD.

Answer: C

Question: 2

Which status should you select for your flow pattern so it is available under “Submit a Payroll Flow”?
Active. Payroll FlowA.

Active. Process of ReportB.

Active. Flow Pattern SubmissionC.

Active. Process. Report, or Payroll FlowD.

Answer: D

Question: 3

A customer’s organization has a grade structure with four grades – C1, C2, C3, and C4. You have a car
allowance element, which is art Assignment level, for which only the employees with grade C3 and C4 are
eligible. You should not be able to create an element entry for employees with grades C1 and C2.
How do you define the element eligibility for Car Allowance element?

You cannot meet the requirement as you cannot create element eligibility using grade as the eligibility criteria.A.

Define multiple element eligibilities using grade C1, C2, C3, and C4, but create an element entry only for employeesB.
with grades C3 and C4.

Define the element eligibility as an Open Eligibility and create an element entry only for employees with grades C3C.
and C4

Define multiple element eligibilities using grade C3 and C4.D.
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Answer: C

Question: 4

A customer wants to distribute the costs of a benefits element, which is at payroll relationship level, to
employee earnings.
How should you define the costing rules to meet this requirement?

Create the costing of type “Costed” and because it is a relationship level element, it automatically distributes theA.
costs over earnings elements.

Create a distribution group with earnings elements and create the distributed costing on relationship level element.B.

you cannot distribute the costs of an element.C.

Create the costing as Fixed Costed on payroll relationship level element, because the element is at relationship level.D.
It automatically distributes costs for earnings elements, which are at assignment level.

Answer: B

Question: 5

What happens if the costing process does not find a value for a segment defined as mandatory, and you create a
suspense account at Payroll level?

Costing results display a blank (null) value in the segment.A.

Calculation displays an error, and the person’s results are not costed.B.

Costing results are placed into suspense account.C.

No costing results are created for the person.D.

Answer: C

Question: 6

A worker’s check has been returned to the company as it is damaged. This must be recorded in the application. What
action should they take?
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Rollback the prepayment process for this employee.A.

Change the check payment status from paid to void.B.

Delete the check payment payment result.C.

Change the check payment status from paid to cancelled.D.

Answer: B

Question: 7

You have a requirement to control the values of one input value from another input value.
How do you achieve this?

You cannot achieve this because interdependency on input values is not possible.A.

You can achieve this requirement using the table-validated values sets.B.

You can achieve this requirement using the independent and dependent value sets on input values.C.

You can achieve using lookups.D.

Answer: D

Question: 8

You have a requirement for not processing an element entry based on a specific condition that will be evaluated during
payroll run. How should you achieve this?

You write a skip rule with the condition so that the element is not processed when the condition is satisfied.A.

You write a calculation formula with the condition so that the element is not processed when the condition is satisfied.B.

You write a validation formula with the condition so that the element is not processed when the condition is satisfied.C.

You cannot meet this requirement because once an element entry is created, it will be processed all the time.D.

Answer: A


